Kronos webTA Smart Time
DATASHEET

Greater Accuracy and Efficiency
for Time and Attendance
Key benefits
•	Day-per-page view for
simplified timesheet entry
•	Convenient time-in/timeout entry by project or
account
•	Flagging of invalid
timesheet transactions
•	Suggestion engine for
creating valid entries
•	Regular Day Off validation
for compressed-schedule
workers
•	Automatic holiday
transaction generation
based on employee profile
•	Pre-defined work schedules

Kronos webTA, the
time and attendance
solution for federal
government agencies,
automates timekeeping,
labor management, and
activity management
processes.

Government reform initiatives are driving federal agencies to make HR process improvements
that support strategic workforce management. But managing time and attendance for a
multi-sector workforce — composed of civil servants, uniformed personnel, and contractors
— is no easy task. Federal agencies need to manage multiple projects at the agency, group,
and individual levels while ensuring adherence to different pay and work rules. So it’s not
surprising that even routine time and attendance tasks become complex, time consuming,
and error prone.

Kronos webTA Smart Time
Enter webTA™ Smart Time, an optional module of the Kronos® webTA time and attendance
solution for federal government agencies. webTA Smart Time brings new levels of accuracy,
efficiency, and convenience to webTA time and attendance functions. Featuring an easy-touse interface and context-sensitive feedback, webTA Smart Time guides users to enter their
time correctly. As a result, employees, managers, and HR administrators can process time
and attendance tasks with unprecedented speed and accuracy.

Take the guesswork out of employee time entry
webTA Smart Time offers intuitive time-entry capabilities that provide a high degree of
flexibility — useful in environments where complex work rules are involved — to help eliminate
errors and time-consuming corrective action:
• T
 ime-in/time-out entry: Smart Time gives employees the option of entering
timesheet data in a time-in/time-out format. This easy-to-use capability lets
employees access an individual page for each day in the pay period for entering
or viewing timesheet transactions. Employees select the project or account code
and then enter time in and time out for each selection. Smart Time validates
each entry based on the specific work and pay rules in the employee’s profile
to facilitate compliance and reduce payroll errors. In addition, Smart Time
automatically calculates the total hours by project or account code and makes
that information available to other systems for payroll transactions, third-party
contractor invoicing, or reporting.
• S
 uggestion engine: This suggestion engine feature puts the “smart” in Smart
Time. When federal employees fill out their timesheets they must specify a
payroll transaction type for each entry. Because the number of transactions types
(not to mention the quantity of business rules defining each transaction) can be
downright daunting, it’s no wonder that time and attendance errors occur. Acting
as a “virtual timekeeper” for the employee, Smart Time incorporates an intelligent
suggestion engine that determines payroll transactions for the employee. When an
employee enters time into webTA, the Smart Time module analyzes the employee’s
profile, current timesheet contents, and the newly entered time — then suggests
the most appropriate payroll transactions. As time entries are saved, Smart Time
analyzes the timesheet and makes a priority payroll transaction suggestion.
Employees always have the option to accept the Smart Time suggestion or go with
their original entry.

Kronos webTA Smart Time
Facilitate transaction accuracy across all schedule types
Because federal agencies commonly offer multiple schedule types
— fixed, compressed, and flexible, for example — maintaining
accurate time and attendance transactions can be especially
challenging.
Using webTA, agencies can define, update, and approve
individual employee schedules. For even greater accuracy, Smart
Time leverages individualized schedule information stored in the
webTA database to help maintain error-free time and attendance
transactions — so that:
• H
 R administrators can create and edit work schedule
“templates” for each schedule type and, when
appropriate, set schedule types to automatically
populate employee timecards

webTA automatically populates each employee schedule with
approved holidays and Smart Time calculates holiday transactions
based on an employee’s schedule type and work rules. For federal
employees who work compressed schedules, Smart Time provides
Regular Day Off (RDO) validation to ensure transaction accuracy
and avoid costly payroll or compliance problems.

Save your agency time and money
Combining simplified timesheet data entry with built-in intelligence
for validating transaction accuracy, webTA Smart Time automates
tedious, error-prone processes to increase productivity and reduce
costs. If your agency is looking to bring new levels of speed
and accuracy to time and attendance tasks for more effective
multi-sector workforce management, it’s time to take a look at
webTA Smart Time.

• T
 imekeepers can define single or multiple work
schedules for their assigned employees, add new work
schedule types, set the periods for which they are valid,
establish valid types of employee entries, and create
override schedules when an employee’s work schedule
changes for a single pay period
• E
 mployees can submit work schedule changes to their
supervisors for approval (work schedules stay in effect
until changed or overridden in the webTA database)
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